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Abstract
We present a denotational semantics based on Banach spaces  it is inspired from the
familiar coherent semantics of linear logic the role of coherence being played by the
norm  coherence is rendered by a supremum whereas incoherence is rendered by a
sum and cliques are rendered by vectors of norm at most  The basic constructs of
linear and therefore intuitionistic	 logic are implemented in this framework  pos
itive connectives yield 

like norms and negative connectives yield 

like norms
The problem of nonre
exivity of Banach spaces is handled by A specifying the dual
in advance B whereas the exponential connectives ie intuitionistic implication	
are handled by means of analytical functions on the open unit ball The fact that
this ball is open and not closed	 explains the absence of simple solution to the ques
tion of a topological cartesian closed category  our analytical maps send an open
ball into a closed one and therefore do not compose However a slight modication
of the logical system allowing to multiply a function by a scalar of modulus   is
enough to cope with this problem The logical status of the new system should be
claried
We shall not discuss the general issue of topology and logic eg logical
approach to topology as in say formal topologies but the restricted question
of adding topological features to logic
 Topology in logic
 Scott domains
Logic is by nature discrete  in many situations we would like to connect its
rules with analysis ie with real or complex numbers Nave attempts at
introducing some A fuzziness B in logic eventually ended in fuzzy   method
ology and notorious parascience The most important attempt at reconciling
continuity and logic amounts to the works of Dana Scott and independently
Ershov around 	
 see eg  The problem at stake was to give a con
crete model of the HeytingKolmogoro paradigm of A proofs as functions B
c
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in which each logical formula is interpreted by a set and logical implication
A B is the set of functions from A to B The settheoretic interpretation is
too brutal in view of the constructive character of this A semantics of proofs B 
the proposal was therefore to replace sets with topological spaces and there
fore functions with continuous ones This was not an easy endeavor since the
function space has to be given in turn a topology   and two major possibil
ities appear namely pointwise and uniform convergence For instance take
A  B   	  the continuous interpretation of AA  B  B ie of the
functional x f  fx requires uniform convergence  but the interpretation of
A  A B B ie of the functional x ev
x
 where ev
x
is the evaluation
ev
x
f  fx is discontinuous if we equip A  B  B with uniform con
vergence The solution found by Scott was to avoid the dichotomy A pointwise
vs uniform B by means of a restriction to certain nonuniformizable spaces
The problem is that these spaces are far astray from standard topology

eg
R C   indeed they are not even Hausdor By the way Scott domains can be
described in terms of algebraic cpo complete partial orders and continuous
monotone maps and it seems that this alternative presentation corresponds
to the true spirit of the construction Anyway in spite of its limited topolog
ical aspects Scott and Ershov initiated denotational semantics which is the
modeltheory of proofs and more recently of computations
 Compactly generated spaces
The problem solved by Scott was the construction of a closed cartesian cate
gory made of topological spaces a problem independently addressed by category
theorists namely the construction of a cartesian closed category  in such a
category one can construct products and function spaces so as to get a canon
ical isomorphism MorX  Y Z  MorXZ
Y
 There is indeed another
topology on the function space the compactopen topology which works for a
special kind of Hausdor spaces namely compactly generated spaces invented
by Kelley in 	
  unfortunately these spaces are not naturally closed under
products and function spaces and the product and compactopen topologies
must be modied A Kelleyed B see  in order to get the right objects The
weak point of this approach is that the categorical product is not the topo
logical product  this is perhaps why the only living tradition of continuous
semantics is the one of ScottErshov
 Quantitative and qualitative domains
My rst work in denotational semantics  	
 was based on the a priori
that Scott semantics had nothing or little to do with topology The idea was
to revisit the ordertheoretic approach in the light of categorytheory  if an
order relation is seen as a degenerated category then a monotone map is a
functor and continuity is preservation of direct limits  furthermore this view
point suggests additional preservations with no A topological B counterparts
 In Scott domains separate continuity implies continuity which sounds rather strange
from the topological standpoint

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such as pullbacks or kernels The result of these investigations was a pair of
semantics 
I Quantitative semantics was based on the idea of counting basic data with
multiplicities ie to work with multisets of basic tokens  functions were
indeed denable by means of formal power series with in the good cases
integer coecients  no real topology was involved since in A bad B cases
these coecients could become innite  
I Qualitative semantics was a simplication of quantitative semantics ne
glecting multiplicities but replacing it with a notion of compatibility be
tween tokens  however something of the multiplicities was still present in
terms of stability  ab  X  F ab  F aF b which is a pullback
condition
Quantitative semantics had a very marginal publicity but was responsible for
the discovery of linearity ie the case when the power series is of degree 	
Linearity was eventually developed in the the framework of coherent spaces a
simplication of qualitative domains with binary compatibility 
 Coherent spaces
A coherent space see eg  is a graph X ie a set and a coherence rela
tion and we are interested in the cliques a  X of X ie in sets of pairwise
compatible points of our graph A linear map from X to Y is just a map
from cliques to cliques which preserves arbitrary sums of cliques  by sum I
mean a union of disjoint cliques provided it is still a clique We see that this
denition which is the ultimate simplication of Scotts denition has very
little topology in it innite unions and is slightly more algebraic although
the impossibility of forming something like a the opposite of a clique a is
a severe limitation
Nevertheless linear logic was built around this basic semantics with three lay
ers of connectivesmultiplicatives tensor product and cotensor product addi
tives direct sum and product and exponentials comonoid and cocomonoid
with the same brute expressive power as the usual intuitionistic logic mod
elized by Scott but more subtlety in particular the presence of an involutive
negation X

 which is basically the complementary graph
 Vector spaces
Linear negation is clearly analogous to the formation of the dual space in
algebra Indeed if we leave aside the exponential connectives the rules of
linear logic can be modelized in nite dimensional vector spaces   maybe too
easily since the tensor and the cotensor are identied and sum and product as
well In innite dimension the two multiplicatives are distinct but the spaces
are no longer equal to their second dual  this is why Blute and Philip Scott in
their paper  used an old trick of Lefschetz to cope with innite dimension
namely to introduce a topology to cut the size of the dual so as to preserve
involutivity Again this topological trick belongs more to the spirit of algebra
than to the spirit of topology

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The paper  basically deals with multiplicatives  in order to separate the two
additives the authors realized work in progress see the forthcoming  that
normed spaces can do it eg using the distinction 



 which is consistent
with the very contents of our paper
 Coherent Banach Spaces
 About the norm
The idea is to give a continuous version of coherent spaces  the experience
of linear logic tells us that we must seek a vector space A topological space
must therefore be considered and among such spaces Banach Spaces are the
most natural ones More precisely normed space are the simplest examples of
topological vector spaces  the completeness of the space is clearly needed in
order to mimic innite sums of cliques   nally these spaces will turn out to
be complex ones in order to apply the machinery of complex analysis The
norm denes a topology but it makes sense in itself  in nite dimension all
norms are equivalent but we must distinguish between two spaces of the same
nite dimension OK but then what is the actual meaning of the norm  In
coherent spaces we had points and sets some of these sets being cliques 
here we have only vectors Our claim is that the norm serves to distinguish
between A cliques B and A noncliques B Concretely the statement kxk  	 is
the analogue of A a is a clique B The idea works wonderfully  in coherent
spaces the two additive connectives dier because a clique in X  Y is the
disjoint sum of a clique in X and a clique in Y  whereas a clique in X  Y
is either a clique in X or a clique in Y  Here we can equip the direct sum of
Banach spaces EF with two norms the supremum 

norm and the sum


norm  in the rst case e f will receive the norm supkek kfk and a
direct sum of A cliques B will remain a A clique B whereas in the second case
the norm kek  kfk induces an incompatibility between A cliques B which
might go as far as mutual exclusion eg if kek  	 with the additional
possibility to pass continuously from one side to another
 About negation
Linear negation is involutive whereas Banach spaces are in general not re
exive For instance c


 

 


 

 


 

etc shows that not only
a space may be distinct from a second dual but that a dual can be distinct
from a third dual Of course certain very good spaces are reexive typically
the Hilbert space 

 but 



norms t so well the additive case   that
we must quit the Hilbertian paradise There is a solution namely to give
the dual in advance

 This means that we are given a pair of spaces EE


each of them being a subspace of the dual of the other This can be said in
a more abstract way by introducing a bilinear form between the two spaces
and requiring a certain adequation between the norms and the bilinear form
The resulting objects are called Coherent Banach Spaces or CBS
 A tradition amounting to Mackey Barr Chu   see for instance 

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 About Multiplicatives
The rst thing is to get a decent tensor and a decent cotensor Modulo dual
ization this can be extracted from an appropriate notion of morphism between
CBS E and F  a morphism will be a bounded linear map  from E to F 
which induces as usual an adjoint map 

from F

to E

 now remember that
E

 E

 F

 F

 we require that 

actually maps F

into E

 In order
to state the properties of the tensor product a straightforward multilinear
variant of the same notion has to be introduced Observe that the norm of the
cotensor is of the style 

a supremum whereas the norm of the tensor is of
style 

 In general the positive operations 	   involve 

norms whereas
negative ones 

  involve 

norms
 Exponentials
Much more delicate is the case of exponentials These connectives arise from
the need to cope with the want of linearity in analogy to the symmetric tensor
algebra The experience on quantitative semantics suggests to take analytical
functions dened by power series  the coecients lay in some symmetrical
cotensor power of the space Typically the space E

consists of functions 
dened on E by means of power series e 
P

n
	
n
e The only delicate
question is the choice of the domain D of denition of  Here we have to
remember the essential isomorphism that exponentials must satisfy namely
 EF   E	 F  ie that  transforms the additive conjunction into the mul
tiplicative conjunction and which is nothing but a simplied form of the basic
isomorphism of cartesian closed categories MorX  Y Z MorXZ
Y
 In
terms of functions this means that an analytical function dened on E  F
can be identied with an analytical function sending an element of E to an
analytical function dened on F     involves a 

norm hence the only pos
sible norm for analytical functions is also a 

norm our isomorphism must
be isometric ie kk  supfjej  e 
 Dg and by Liouvilles theorem this
supremum is likely to be innite if D  E From this it follows that D is a
ball and only the unit ball makes sense Now it remains to check whether
or not this ball is open or closed  but requiring that our function extends
continuously to the closed ball is unmanageable see below Our functions
are therefore dened on open unit balls The usual machinery of analytical
functions Cauchy integral geometric series   works as expected  this is
why our spaces are complex
 E is generated by the evaluations  e dened by h e i  e for kek  	 and
for instance contains the Cauchy integrals which are limits of barycenters of
evaluations  but when ke
n
k kf
n
k tends to 	 with e
n
 f
n
 the norm of  e f
tends to   This shows that there is a problem at the border  if we try to
work with the closed ball then the points  e would be at pairwise distance 
when kek  	 contradicting the expected continuity of the map x  x By
the way we are doing nothing but rediscovering the impossibility of handling
evaluation on the basis of uniform continuity
A way to synthesize the properties of our exponentials would be to estab
lish a universal property We indeed propose two solutions comonoid strong

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comonoid but there is always a small mismatch which by the way corresponds
to the problem we met at the border of the ball The categorytheoretic status
of exponentials is still in want of a clarication
 Coecients
There is therefore a problem with the interpretation which is perhaps also its
main quality  the basic logical constructions have norm 	 hence our basic
analytical functions will have norm 	 too which means that they send an
open ball into a closed ball   and therefore composition of analytical maps
is impossible  We spent a long time on this problem to nally reach the
following conclusion  let us allow in proofs the plugging of complex parameters
of modulus  	  then when an object should be in the open ball simply
slightly shrink it by multiplication with an adequate scalar This induces a
modication of the rules of existing logical systems but all essential properties
are preserved  this is the weighted calculus that we present here


 Open questions
 Extension to second order
A rst question is to determine to which extent our spaces remain A small B
let us say of the power of the continuum  remember that Scott semantics
coherent spaces etc remain small enough  typically all useful coherent spaces
are denumerable hence have a continuum of cliques The answer could be
in the building of a separable predual for each of our spaces but this is not
obvious A neighboring problem is that of the extension to secondorder
ie parametricity In coherent spaces every space can be approximated by
nite ones and parametricity could be dened via a commutation to these
approximations Here we meet the problem that our constructions do not
obviously commute with approximations which is connected to smallness
and the fact that Banach spaces cannot be approximated by nite dimensional
ones
 Proofnets
If coecients and the corresponding rules actually make sense then it will be
necessary to develop a clean syntax So what about proofnets in this enlarged
context 
 So what 	
As far as continuous semantics is concerned it is obvious that our solution is
clean and satisfactory even if we are still in want of an extension to second
order But we are not producing semantics for A lArt pour lArt B and there
should be a feedback I can foresee certain applications 
I The existence of a continuous semantics should be exploited to prove tech
nical results about usual nite syntax
 Rather a rst draft 	 many variants of the same calculus are possible
!
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I The complex parameters that occur in the rule A scalar B are surely not mere
technicalities  what do they mean how can they be used  Can we connect
this with some probabilistic intuitions concerning nondeterminism  This
has to be related with completeness issues ie to which extent can we
formulate a denotational completeness theorem wrt our semantics  our
recent paper ! presents a general framework which yields completeness
ie the statement that only logical operations can be implemented which
requires some restriction on the shape of implementations essentially by
replacing spaces by A free modules over a comonoid B and this should adapt
mutatis mutandis to our new framework   but keep in mind that what is
important in a completeness theorem is that the restrictions on the shape
of implementations should be noncontrived
I One of the immediate outputs of coherent spaces was to individuate new
connectives  something similar happens here typically at the additive level
where 
p

q
can be used instead of 



 This induces new A connectives B
which are not linked to any existing logical practice unlike the linear
connectives which legalized underground operations The question of
giving a sense to these connectives might be of great interest However
our attempts at giving a sequent calculus for these connectives eg the
selfdual connective corresponding to 

 are not convincing enough  not
enough A nice B properties are preserved Of course they might satisfy
alternative properties but not enough practice has been accumulated to
nd which ones should be considered   anyway these A connectives B are
tantalizing
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